
Admission guide and fees 2023/2024

Coexistence commitment
Attention, care and maintenance

Live in an independent apartment
with the complete services of a
student residence.

Students live 7 days a week, 24 hours a day,
with all the advantages and comforts of an
independent apartment, while enjoying all
the services of a complete residence. In
single and double rooms, and always under
the care ofmi Kasita's team.
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Accommodation,

cleaning,
laundry and
cooking

So you can dedicate
full time to study. You

will have healthy menus
cooked in your

apartment from
Monday to Sunday.

With daily house
cleaning, laundry

and weekly
ironing.
Each floor has a living
room, bathrooms,
terrace, Wi-Fi,
maintenance and
energy and water
consumption included.

Facilities and prices

The residence-flats have from 3
to 5 bedrooms or more, at least
two bathrooms, a living-dining
room and a kitchen. They are
comfortable homes with
adequate furniture for students
and complete equipment.
Single room for €970. Double
room for €697. With VAT and
all services included.

Cooking

Daily meals and dinners are
prepared on the floor itself. The
food menus are prepared in the
house itself and are
programmed by the "mi Kasita"
team. In addition, the menus
are adapted with the residents
and possible medical diets are
taken into account.

Cleaning, laundry
and ironing

In each apartment a home
assistant works in charge of
carrying out the domestic

chores. Daily cleaning of the
common areas and weekly
cleaning of the rooms. Washing
and ironing is also done at
home.

Academic advising

To position yourself in the
career, focus on study and
improve your performance and
enjoyment of your time, you will
have academic coaching at
your disposal. Getting good
grades is important!
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Close to the university,
the bus and the
city center
"Mi Kasita" apartments have from 4

rooms onwards. In the neighborhood

of San Juan, El Ensanche and

Iturrama. You can choose an

apartment in order of reservation. They

are houses close to the university area

and the bus stop. Come with friends or

if you prefer we will complete the

apartment with students of your age,

studies and similar tastes

Locations

We search and locate the best
properties for the student,
close to your university. You will
live less than 15 minutes from
the universities. In the
neighborhood of San Juan, El
Ensanche and Iturrama.
Preference will be taken into
account when choosing an
apartment in order of
reservation. Come with friends
or if you prefer we will
complete the apartment with
students of your age, studies
and similar tastes.

Permanent attention

A permanent supervision team
ensures the smooth running of
the service in contact with
students and parents.
Supervisors visit the home at
least twice a week to check the
proper functioning of the
apartment.

Maintenance, Wifi
and supplies

Maintenance and repair service
for all breakdowns that arise,
including an urgent breakdown
service. Civil liability insurance
that covers any possible
incident in the home.
All our apartments have
contracted the wi-fi service,
with reach to all the rooms. We
take care of all the supplies you
need: light, electricity, hot water,
heating, gas, etc.
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3.
Quick and easy booking
and paperwork

Single room for €970. Double

room for €697. With all services and

taxes included. We provide peace of

mind and confidence. The economic

data are, Reservation: €300

registration fee and €950 as a deposit.

When you enter the apartment, the

current monthly payment and an

additional guarantee are advanced.

The paperwork is easy. You will only

have to fill out a short form.

Send us your data
Filling out the form
www.mikasita.es/formulario

Booking
To reserve the apartment, it is
required to pay €300 by
transfer for registration
(non-recoverable) as well as
€950 as a deposit (it is
returned at the end of the stay)
and before entering the
apartment, another monthly
payment as an additional
guarantee ( It is validated for
the monthly payment of the
month of May).
The cancellation of the place
will be free in the following
cases:

1. For those in the first year of
their degree, if they fail the
selectivity exam or are not
admitted to any university or
center in Pamplona, presenting
the supporting documentation.
(Until July 31).
2. Other cases until July 2,
without the need for justification

Arrival at the
apartment
Once you have chosen a room
and made the reservation, you
can enter your apartment from
August 31, 2023 by making the
payment of the monthly
payment for the month of

September and sending the
transfer receipt. We will give
you your set of keys and we will
explain everything you need to
know about the house. For
hygiene purposes, students are
required to bring their own
towels and sets of sheets (190
cm x 90 cm in general).

Extraordinary
period
Our apartments are still open in
June and July so that you can
continue enjoying all the
services. In case you need it,
those months are charged
separately.
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Activities

Every quarter we propose a calendar of cultural, volunteer, sports and leisure activities, in order
to promote healthy leisure among our residents and to make new friends.

Commitment to coexistence
and regulations

Structure: A student from higher courses
will accompany the new students for a good
reception. The manager is in direct contact
with the MiKasita team.

Coexistence: At home, the study and work
environment is fundamental. A commitment
to coexistence is expected of all residents:
that they comply with the operating rules
and respect the hours of study and rest of
their classmates.

Academic advising: The central element of
university life is academic. Residents have
at their disposal, if they wish, an academic
advisory service. The program consists of
advising on career queries and following up
on personal study. Our daily objective is to

promote academic performance, as a key
element of the personal and human growth
of students through the development of
study habits.

Responsibility: To guarantee a good
coexistence and the best academic results,
it is important to show a proactive and
responsible attitude. Respect for colleagues,
neighbors and the rules of coexistence,
reasonable order, reasonable energy
consumption and a good study environment
are the pillars of our residence philosophy.

For this reason, at Mi Kasita we encourage
and promote responsibility among our
residents through social, educational and
cultural activities, making them participants
in a more responsible university community.

Keys for parents or tutors

Trust:
The confidence to
clothe, advise and
guide the student in
the first year of

university

Security:
The security of
having a familiar

environment in your
new city to adapt

No problem

Tranquillity:
The peace of mind
that the student will

receive all the
necessary care and

resources
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Study centers of our residents:

Contact with universities

We will give you a hand advising you on everything you need for enrollment or
information and timetables at the study centers in Pamplona.
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